Materials Chemistry
further coordinates nanoscience activities with other federal agencies through the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) Nanoscale Science, Engineering, and Technology Subcommittee that leads the National Nanotechnology Initiative.
• Predictive materials sciences activities and the associated theory, modeling, characterization and synthesis research are coordinated with other federal agencies through the NSTC Subcommittee on the Materials Genome Initiative.
• There are particularly active interactions with the National Science Foundation (NSF) through workshops, joint support of National Academy studies in relevant areas, and communication about research activities.
Significant Accomplishments
The Materials Chemistry research activity has resulted in a variety of scientific accomplishments including the discovery of new superconducting materials, the discovery of the first organic magnet above room temperature, and the demonstration of new analytical techniques for surfaces and interfaces that have had significant impact in their respective fields. Recent accomplishments include:
• The first demonstration of a metal organic framework material that shows both stable micropores and good charge mobility, relevant to energy storage technologies; • The discovery of metal-containing polymers capable of white light emission, with significance for the future development of polymer-based solid-state lighting materials; • A new understanding of the behavior of charged particles in ionic liquids that helps explain the low electrical conductivity of many ionic liquids and is expected to lead to the design of new and improved ionic liquids for energy-relevant applications; • Demonstration of a method to completely polarize nuclei near optically polarized nitrogenvacancy centers in diamond at room temperature, which can be applied to enhance the sensitivity of NMR/MRI experiments in bulk materials; • Discovery and elucidation of the mechanism of dysprosium doping to boost the performance of a known thermoelectric material (TAGS-85) by 15%; and • Fundamental studies on materials aspects of a micro-transfer printing process led to the development of micro-contact printed solar cells (and their commercialization by Semprius Inc.) that set the world record for high concentration photovoltaic module efficiency (33.9%) in January 2012.
Mission Relevance
The Materials Chemistry program supports research to generate fundamental knowledge based on the principles of chemistry about the creation, manipulation and functional behavior of materials that will underpin the future development of energy-relevant technologies including systems for energy storage, transformation, and utilization, with levels of performance superior to the current state of the art.
Scientific Challenges
The Materials Chemistry research activity seeks to explore and advance the frontier of accessible functional materials, through the application of the methods and principles of chemistry. Doing so requires addressing specific scientific challenges and opportunities, such as those identified in the BES Advisory Committee's reports, including Directing Matter and Energy: Five Challenges for Science and Imagination (report link) and From Quanta to the Continuum:
Opportunities for Mesoscale Science (report link). Challenges and opportunities identified in these reports include:
• Discovering new methods to design and perfect atom-and energy-efficient synthesis of revolutionary new forms of matter with tailored properties, taking advantage of the recent and ongoing development of theoretical methods and tools; • Characterizing and controlling matter far away from equilibrium; • Mastering defect mesostructure and its evolution by characterizing and controlling the patterns and evolution of mesoscale heterogeneity; • Directing assembly of hierarchical functional materials through the integration of disparate materials classes across a range of length scales from molecular to macroscopic. Each of these challenges and opportunities may potentially be addressed by the application of chemical principles to the design, synthesis and transformation of materials.
Projected Evolution
The overarching goal of materials chemistry research is to provide the knowledge needed to design and produce materials with tailored properties from first principles. This program will make progress towards that goal by emphasizing hypothesis-driven research on the chemistrybased synthesis of materials and/or morphologies that have the potential to enable nextgeneration energy-relevant technologies, and research on the chemical transformations occurring in functional materials in the operating environment. It will include the study of chemical processes that direct and control the covalent and non-covalent assembly of materials, discovery of synthetic methods to tailor the symmetry and dimensionality of crystalline and non-crystalline lattices, and the utilization of chemistry to control interfacial properties and interactions of materials. New approaches to the integration of theory and experiment leading to new materials design ideas and opportunities for predictive materials discovery may also be supported.
